Berea, Ohio (September 22, 2011) NOSHOK provides a full offering of highly accurate and repeatable transducers and transmitters with a variety of output options, connections and ranges. They utilize an advanced diffused semi-conductor or sputtered thin film sensor for maximum stability, and are CE Compliant which includes substantial levels of RFI, EMI and ESD protection. Final calibration testing prior to shipment ensures 100% "out of the box" reliability on all NOSHOK transducers and transmitters.

Many NOSHOK transducers and transmitters can be easily field-adjusted in a few simple steps, including:

- 100 Series Current Output Transmitters
- 200 Series Voltage Output Transducers
- 615/616 Series High Accuracy Heavy-Duty Pressure Transducers
- 625/626 Series Intrinsically Safe Transmitters
- 640 Series Precision Heavy-Duty Transducers with Serial Interface (via software)

View the video below for instructions on how to quickly and easily calibrate these transducers & transmitters.

NOSHOK, Inc. is a leading supplier of pressure, level, temperature and force measurement instrumentation, along with needle & manifold valves, serving major industries around the world. Products include pressure gauges, pressure and temperature transmitters, transducers & indicators, pressure switches, needle valves, manifold valves, pressure snubbers, bimetal thermometers, force measurement sensors and diaphragm seals. These products meet and exceed the application requirements of OEMs and industrial users seeking exceptional quality, reliability and value.